European integration through analyzing and copying with new European challenges is rather complicated thing. And the point is not only about economic crisis and its impact to European community but about the routes of further development in general. In that case EU foreign policy considering Eastern neighboring countries is very important.

Elections in Belarus brought up a question about is it really worth money and permanent EU's support to provide democratic values and advantages of market economy to non-EU neighbors? And it is the question to be answered as soon as possible.

The 7th of May 2011 it will be 2 years from the official beginning of the program «Eastern Partnership» which provides European values and faith for the real gathered EU future. And on the 27th of January 2011 PACE adopted a resolution which imposes political and, maybe in future, economical sanctions on Belarus. This fact disputes further development of EU Eastern foreign policy as whole and EU-Belarusian relations in particular.

Due to Belarusian neighboring position, potential young people who still vitally want changes «EU-Belarus» collaboration as a unique or as a part of «Eastern Partnership» could pay the best dividends in EU's future. Let it be objective reality!